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(Pittsburgh, PA) For Immediate Release:
Most Wanted Fine Arts x BOOM Concepts Derby Car

About the Art:
BOOM Concepts is excited to partner with Most Wanted Fine Art through our Activist Print
temporary public art program to make a unique public art activation. The BOOM Concepts team
took a new approach to the public space for this special project. By recognizing that artistic
excellence comes in many forms and disciplines, the BOOM Derby Car project engages a visual
artist, a mechanic, and a derby driver to present a fully actualized project that exists
authentically within the parameters of Derby Car Culture. The activism and advocacy of this
project are presented not only through the aesthetics of a Black Artist designing the car but also
by having Blackness and black identities represented across the critical roles within the team -
driver and mechanic. In a field where non-white drivers are seldom seen, the BOOM Derby Car
has been able to make history by engaging a Black core team that delivers traditional derby
excitement to any race they enter!

Renowned artist and muralist Camerin “Camo” Nesbitt was the lead artist on the BOOM
Concepts Derby Car. Family duoTy McClelland and SHOK serve as the drivers for all three
dates, and 14 yr old super greaser Jake Birkner is the lead mechanic for this traveling derby
team.

BOOM Concepts and MWFA have sponsored the BOOM Derby Car team to compete in three
demolition derbies in 2022, this includes the River City Rampage (Henry, IL), The Ohio State
Fair (Butler, OH) and the Iron City Nationals (New Alexandria, PA). The Iron City Nationals
will host a special MWFA Stockcar Challenge Heat during the event on September 10, 2022.
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BOOM Concepts gives special thanks to Jason Saur, MWFA Car Club, the New Alexandria
Community, and the National Derby Car Community for supporting this project.

*more photos and media are available upon request

About the Artist:

Ty McClendon is a father, laborer, and derby car driver from Pittsburgh PA. Ty is a lifelong
resident of Pittsburgh’s Garfield Neighborhood and brings the pride of that community to his
Derby Car driving. Ty was essential in providing history, icons, and slogans that reflect the
neighborhood history of Garfield to be included in the BOOM Derby Car design for the project.

Jake Birkner is an amateur mechanic, Derby Car enthusiast, and Alexandria, PA native.
Inspired to join the Derby Car community by his father, Brikner is influenced by Derby Car pros
such as Casey Smith and Chance Smith of Smiths Metalwork and Dane Clark. Brikner has not
only spent time admiring greats on the track but also working with the greats in the garage. At
just 14yrs old, Brikner is fulfilling a legacy connection to the sport.

Camerin “Camo” Nesbitt - Camerin “Camo” Nesbit was born in Pittsburgh, PA. A
Homewood native and resident, Camerin uses his eye-popping mural work to explore the
importance of the representation of the black body in public art. Engaging in community
with every paint stroke. You can see Camo’s work all over the city of Pittsburgh, as well
as around the US.

About MWFA: Most Wanted Fine Art is a for-profit art gallery and general contracting business
that partners with nonprofit groups to perform acts of community service. Often called a
community service organization disguised as an art gallery, Jason and Nina Sauer are the
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co-owners of Most Wanted Fine Art, a community service organization disguised as an art
gallery in the Garfield neighborhood of Pittsburgh. Since opening in 2007, this gallery and
performance space has received the “Community Development Award” from Pittsburgh
Community Reinvestment Group, “Power of Work Award” from Goodwill of Southwestern PA,
“The Pioneer Award” from Bloomfield-Garfield Corporation, and “Best Art Gallery for Local

Artists” 2014-2017 by Pittsburgh City Paper readers. MWFA believes in the artists we represent
and their abilities to create art that impacts the community. Through a partnership with Goodwill
of Southwestern PA, MWFA provides on-the-job training in arts management, screen-printing,
and general contracting to young men recently released from residential facilities.

About the BOOM Concepts: BOOM Concepts; a creative hub dedicated to the advancement
of black, brown, femme and queer artists. BOOM Concepts is located in Pittsburgh and since
2014 has curated 50 exhibitions on-site, paid out over $75k in artists fees and produced 200+
events across the country. BOOM Concepts serves as a space for field building, knowledge
sharing, mentorship, and storytelling. In its 8th year, BOOM Concepts continues to challenge
and uplift the creative community. Encouraging creatives to find innovative strategies around
entrepreneurship and artistic practice. In 2021, BOOM Concepts was recognized as one of
Pittsburgh’s Cultural Treasures through The Heinz Endowments and The Ford Foundation.

About Activist Print:
BOOM Concepts has launched a temporary public art program - Activist Print. Activist Print will
engage multiple sites and installation styles in neighborhoods across Pittsburgh. The program
which is founded in the 2015 installation of the first commissioned #blacklivesmatter mural in
Pittsburgh;  engages a variety of styles of work that includes painting, high quality vinyl prints,
and wheat paste. The project originated as a collaboration between The Andy Warhol Museum,
BOOM Concepts, and  Artist Image Resource (AIR). Activist Print is inspired by the long history
of artists using silkscreen and print-based media to raise awareness of contemporary issues
and inspire change through agitational propaganda.

Activist Print is a direct response to the social justice actions across the globe. The project
presents an ongoing conversation and thought provoking images around identity and social
justice topics across issues. The project is meant to be in conversation with new industries and
demographic targets of reemerging business corridors. This project is supported by The
Pittsburgh Foundation Racial Justice Fund, Duquesne Light Community Impact Grant, The
Bloomfield Garfield Corporation, and The Advancing Black Arts in Pittsburgh Grant.


